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LEED 2009 for Neighborhood Development 
GIB PREREQUISITE 4: CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY POLLUTION PREVENTION
Stage 2: LEED-ND Pre-Certified Plan
Points Attempted:
All fields and uploads are required unless otherwise noted.
THRESHOLD ATTEMPTED
ALL PROJECTS
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Stage 2B. Change since Stage 1
Stage 2A. No change since Stage 1
Select one of the following:
Stage 2C. Did not submit at Stage 1
STAGE 2A
No change has been made since submittals in previous stages that would affect credit compliance.
GIB Prerequisite 4: Construction Activity Pollution Prevention 
Stage 1 Compliance Documented:
Upload GIBp4-4. The project team has uploaded the ESC plan or construction drawings describing the erosion and sedimentation control measures that will be implemented on the site.
Upload GIBp4-5. The project team has uploaded a summary of the ESC Plan, which includes a list of BMPs that were used and how the project will address items a - l in the rating system requirements. Also, describe how the BMPs meet the following objectives: 
     ·  Prevention of soil loss during construction by stormwater runoff and/or wind erosion, including 
         but not limited to stockpiling of topsoil for reuse 
     ·  Prevention of sedimentation of stormwater conveyance systems or receiving streams        
     ·  Prevention of pollution of the air with dust and particulate matter 
STAGE 2B
Provide updated versions of the items submitted at the previous stage.
STAGE 2C
BMPs used in the ESC plan were selected from:
Washington State Department of Ecology's Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington, Volume II, Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention (2005).
A more stringent agency standard.
Upload GIBp4-3. The project team has uploaded a summary of the alternative agency standard and a description of its greater stringency.
Upload GIBp4-4. The project team has uploaded the ESC plan or construction drawings describing the erosion and sedimentation control measures that will be implemented on the site.
Upload GIBp4-5. The project team has uploaded a summary of the ESC Plan, which includes a list of BMPs that were used and how the project will address items a - l in the rating system requirements. Also, describe how the BMPs meet the following objectives: 
     ·  Prevention of soil loss during construction by stormwater runoff and/or wind erosion, including 
        but not limited to stockpiling of topsoil for reuse 
     ·  Prevention of sedimentation of stormwater conveyance systems or receiving streams        
     ·  Prevention of pollution of the air with dust and particulate matter 
Special circumstances preclude documentation of prerequisite compliance with the submittal requirements outlined in this form.
ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits.
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Upload GIBp4-SC. The project team has provided additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
SUMMARY
GIB Prerequisite 4: Construction Activity Pollution Prevention 
Stage 2 Compliance Documented:
CREDIT COMPLIANCE
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